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Honor of tHe Sardana and tHe tenora

 dedicated to Picasso

Sea is the Aegean passing Alicante.
Ah! some have annuities, why can’t I?
Mountains keep sea and city safe from harm.
The walls display Castille’s coat of arms;
The churches are square, the houses as well.
Thank you’s the tale the people’s faces tell.
They’re Romans from the Opéra-Comique
If ever togas could be comical.
The blue of carneys’ blue ties sticking out.
Were prunes the shade of unripe olives, then
why they’d be prunes, all these severe old men,  
These old men are too thin; too fat, these young louts!
The gypsies go to cinematographs
Future goatskin kids have necks just like giraffes
Phrygian Catalans were selling snails  
Upon the tartans curled and curved their sails
While their oars were all the hooves of horses.
Who wants squid or octopus or rascasse?
The fish have teeth, they wear glasses or masks
And all the roofs on Caiman Square are terraced 
Like the awnings, balconies and all the rest
Few flowers at market, but lots of cherries 
As in Venice the muddled balconies
The awnings look like nighties.
The tower of Pisa’s a rosebush like these.
Spanish cuisine does smell a bit like hay
But then, the dining room was truly Maurish
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If you have never been to Spain
Then towns in countryside you can’t explain.
They’re chocolate colored, or coffee, or
Perhaps they’re white among mountains of ore.
If you have never been to Spain
-- Alfred de Musset said it all! --
You’ve never really seen a wall
A convent wall that has a porte-cochère
In front and in back, there’s plenty to spare
Arches here beneath the roofs, arches there
Upon the road. By day the city’s bare.
A lot of people here polish shoes.
They hold your foot as they juggle the brush.
Even so the twice-truncated
Citadel by church turrets is dominated.
It seems the fortress has canons enough
To guard the road upon a certain bluff.
In leather helmets soldiers bold and bluff
Drink at eighteen cafés, play cards and bluff
 Mother and daughter
Wave fans. Two moustaches show their luster.
 The mother wears black. 
Excepting cafés as trade union centers,
Where many working men wear overalls 
Demons of the Sun reign over all
So they had closed the shutters up with care.

For the rest of my life I will remember the musical instrument which bears the name “Tenora”; it’s long 
like a clarinet and would hold its own, according to one musician, against forty trombones. It has a 
dry sound like that of the bagpipes. I heard the “Tenora” in Figueras, a city in Catalan, in a little band 
on the public square. The band was composed of a cello, a cornet, brass instruments, and a flute that 
played brief and charming soli. They would dance the sardana, and before each dance the band would 
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play a long introduction in a grandiloquent manner. The “Tenora”’s announcement was supported 
by the other instruments, packed tightly beside each other. It is the musicians of the city who compose 
this admirable music; their names are unknown in France with the exception of the Pathé Brothers. 
These phonograph-makers spare no sacrifice when it comes to, etc... After the introduction, the rhythm 
of the dance begins; this rhythm has such solidity that I don’t believe any more could be wished for: 
a polka rhythm punctuated by sudden silences and long flourishes. In the music of the sardana there 
are flare-ups reminiscent of splendor. The sardana is danced in a circle, arms in wreaths and nearly 
immobile, except during the flare-ups. You will gaze at the dancers’ tensed feet performing graceful 
grimaces. In the center of the circle, there is another circle and, in the middle of that one, yet another; 
and the movements of these circles are the same, but do not coincide, because each circle’s leader has a 
different feeling for the music. There were several circling roses on the paving-stones of Figueras’ square 
that evening.

Sardana! you are like a rose
And the young girls are all dressed in rose.
Only the houses are not dancing
Why not? it leaves us wondering.

The music’s brought a tear to the eye
To innocent music the heart swells
Just as the circle’s sober mood runs high
Sing! Sing! Sing! the tenoras and the bells.

The people were like the waves of the seas    
If the seas were a spinning rose at night   
If the night were rose, if rose were the seas
And if the seas themselves were like green trees. 

Oh servants’ daughters, lowly muleteers
Bow and exchange those loving looks and cheers
Over your arms cast up like chandeliers!
And God, upon you from the trees he peers
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And from the eyes of shops, and from the sea.
The tenora split the night’s dust, its blast
Nasal, as though with shards of glass
Nobly the dance would trill with gaily braided feet.

Each instrument was cradled by the waist
And through a rent it tore in the music, the tenora raced.

Just as a specter in a tragedy
Will rarely pass, and pass by like a planet
The tenora, this dry and nasal trumpet
Sounds so rarely, for brief sardanas only.

The girls have bedtime at an early hour
The men will find the bar at happy hour
For these musicians’ pay is by the hour
Forty pesetas for this happy hour.

A boy complained no-one can dance these days.
A girl was scratching her leg near her slipper
Near the end, fine ladies and gentlemen proper
All dance hand in hand as each left foot sways.

Lady in mourning, dance you must.
Into a little girl’s eye flies the dust.
She runs away to hide behind a lamp
Her mother’s waiting where the mothers camp.
 
Although she suffers, she will smile for a 
Sound so seductive, the ardent tenora.
Houses flew the colors of Catalan as   
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Long as the rose shook, the rose of sardanas.

The yellow and red’s colliding ideas
Allied to chromatic allioideaes,
Tenora, how your spirits make me tipsy 
Snuffed out just like a candle’s wispy
Flame, my life contains your memory.

They say the Emperor once passed here    
That in the wells his soldiers still appear.
They danced sardanas as they played the part   
Of conquerors: asleep behind these porches, geraniums and pilasters
They woke no more a dagger through the heart.
Like a planet the dry tenora has departed. 

Farewell, tenora and sardana! Farewell, sardana and tenora
Tomorrow, for thus the stars command
Tomorrow for thus the czars condemn
Me to be far from here at daybreak
Tomorrow near this monastery’s garden
The people’s smile will keep their prayers hidden  
And I will give thanks for your sake!
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to M. Modigliani to Prove to HiM i aM a Poet

A cloud is intercontinental mail
Syllabary of exile that Seas fail,
Seas Hell condemned to beat themselves and wail,
Fail to spell upon the polish of space.
The black peaks fall asleep upon the place
Where God cut furrows to hide mankind
Unable to read the cloud’s passing face
It knows no better what its hand may find
Yet sometimes when the wind would chase
It, it will cast its iron heel behind.
As a child I was gifted and the sky
Would then parade my charming reverie
Eclipsing pennants of reality.
In the middle my friends to angels nigh,
I knew not who I was, and wrote a bit.
Instead of a wife it was God I met
This unknowable company
Who stitches my embroidery.
He is calm, he is gaiety 
And he provides security
To celebrate his mystery
He’s named me his secretary
Now, in the night I decipher
His page with many a cipher
Of his sole hand itself the writ
Deposited in my spirit  
In the air’s aquarium live nosy demons
Who cave in the cloud to steal our secret within.
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PaSt and PreSent

Poet and tenor
Banner to the fore
I sing of death’s door.

Poet kettle drum
Native to Epsom
I sing love’s ransom.

Poet and seafarer
Pour me some liquor
Pour me some more! I relate
The seaweed’s secret.

Poet repentant
Christ my availment
Now I am silent.
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concerning deriSionS and MiSPriSionS of MonSieur x… 

Let them tell your tale, oh Zenobia !
Drawing puppets on satin in pastels
With grilled chestnuts playing marbles, this be a:
Pasttime made to fill my every evening.
No! never, crowned with tokens of presence
Giving my peplum grace and sprezzatura,
I shall not breed the muse in live culture,
Knowing, Sirs, your system of precedence!
To the laurelled oak, we’ll prefer the fern
Which is of excessive independence 
Let us dig for the grand electrical 
And spurn the masses when they’re critical.
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Moon effect

Stems of pimpernel !
Some insect in the big top of the pimpernel.
And the woodsman of these cathedrals
Falling head first, and crawling or climbing
Sees the moon through the fork’s horizontals.
At ends of roads of bells of pimpernel
He sees your disk, oh moon ! moon, falcon’s eye,
The superb moon and weaver of honey.
The superb moon overflows the sky,
The moon, bird’s eye and home to fauns,
Queen of flora, queen of fauna,
The superb moon overflows the sky.
But it is on its guard, oh moon,
For tonight you preside upon your court
At the party thrown by the mirror of the pond,
The pond the color of pimpernel.
Ah ! the turnip leaves, the stems of pimpernel !


